REWARDS-DRIVEN FLEET TRACKING
BUILT FOR THE ENTERPRISE
EasyFleet GPS Fleet is a powerful, easy-to-use solution that helps businesses reduce
costs, improve operations and build a culture centered on safety and
performance. EasyFleet GPS shook up the fleet tracking industry with a better way of
doing business, with the latest cloud-based technologies, easy-to-use interfaces
and robust features at an amazing price. No punishing contracts or excessive
costs and downtime for deployments.
Our focus on rewarding safe driving behavior is a game changer. No one likes
to be tracked, but everyone likes to win. With EasyFleet GPS gamification and social
sharing tools, your workforce competes to be the safest on the team. And when
they complete, you win with fewer accidents and violations and lower risk.
From major enterprises to small businesses, thousands of organizations trust EasyFleet
GPS for better performance and safer, more efficient fleet and service operations.

Tailored for the Unique Needs of Large Fleets
Enterprise Features: Hierarchical groupings of workers, vehicles and assets,
role-based permissions, visual clusters on the live map, APIs for integration
and more make monitoring large fleets a breeze.
Customer Success: EasyFleet GPS offers a dedicated Customer Success
team for our Easy Fleet GPS provides custom reporting so you can get
precisely
large customers. They get involved from day one to ensure a successful
deployment and ongoing satisfaction.

The Next Generation of
Connected Vehicle Solutions
EasyFleet GPS is a leading
connected vehicle platform, helping
customers turn data about vehicles
and their use into intelligence that
improves operations and safety while
reducing costs and risk.
We provide reliable end-to-end
solutions for commercial fleets,
government agencies, insurance
companies and auto industry
suppliers, encompassing hardware,
the EasyFleet GPS One platform,
SaaS applications, support and data
analytics.

Custom Reporting: the data you want the way you want to see it. Set up
reports once and have them delivered to the right people automatically.

EasyFleet GPS is trusted by thousands
of organizations, including:
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